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« REVIEWS: HEAVENANDHOME.COM & SUARA SPA « NEW LAUNCHES: FIND OUT
WHAT’S JUST OUT 

JoCkey’s neW fashion

stretCh 

Jockey has come out with a new product; the

Fashion Stretch, a range of panties designed

for perfect fit, style and comfort. It’s made of

soft light-weight cotton spandex and is

available in solid colours as well as in vibrant

floral, paisley and animal prints. You can

choose between three silhouettes: Hipster,

that fits higher on the waist and gives greater

coverage on the sides; Bikini, that fits lower on

the waist and gives minimal coverage on the

sides and Boy Leg, that fits lower on the waist

with, side and back coverage. 

Where: Multi-brand outlets across the city 

Price: `279 onwards

PoliCe’s Dual Dial

ColleCtion   

Police has come out with an attention grabbing

collection of chronograph watches. The

collection features three models – Hydra,

Dominator and Hammerhead. While both

Hydra and Dominator feature two dials, the

Hammerhead features three dials. The Hydra

gives you the choice of a textured utilitarian

silicon strap in either white or black and a

frame that also comes in the colours white and

black. The Dominator on the other hand is

quite an eye catcher with its thick, crocodile

textured leather strap and net fabric dotting. 

Where: Retail outlets across the city 

Price: `12,045 onwards   

>> Some of the funky
home decor products
on sale at
heavenandhome.com

Heaven comes home 
Dev Goswami checks out the newly launched website
heavenandhome.com and tells you about the clicking frenzy
you’ll find yourself in when you visit the website 

A
s soon as you open Heaven and Home’s
homepage and take in all the information,
you’ll find yourself clicking on a link here and
clicking on a link there, without pausing for

any consideration. It is a sale website and what triggers
off this frenzy is that the sales barely last for two or
three days. The idea behind Heaven and Home is to
bring some of the best international brands in the
home decor industry to India. When you team this up
with discounts of up to 70%, it makes for a website that
is worth shopping at. 

The products on sale change daily but it’s not hard to
tell what kind of stuff you can look forward to. From
bed linen and cushion covers to crockery and wall art,
the website has it all. The homepage displays all the
brands that are on sale that day. Once a particular sale
catches your fancy, click on the link for details on the
different designs and colours. They also have a preview
of the upcoming sales, making sure you visit the
website again. 

Also, when shopping online keep in mind that the
stocks of the products are limited and at such prices
they are sure to run out before the sale ends. When we
visited the website, almost all the bed cover sets from

Aamara (`749) were sold out. Other brands in the
bed linen category include  Mirabel (`599 per

bed cover set) and Elysia Home (`1,699
per bed cover set onwards). 
Apart from bed, linen, there was

also a collection of crockery by
Pzzaz on sale. Beginning at `599, the

collection featured painted coffee mugs,
tea sets and china bowls. However, what

really caught our attention were the painted
beer mugs (`749). Another fun collection was the

range of zodiac cushion covers by Home Blendz
(`349). There was also a selection of wall tattoos by
Shelly Art, but we felt that the collection was a bit
lacking in both choice as well as quality. We expected a
bigger collection with quirkier designs. 

The website is a definite must visit, whether you’re
setting up a home or are looking to change the décor of
your house. 
Where: www.heavenandhome.com

Soothe your Soul
After a tiring day at work, the thought of a

stress relieving massage at Suara Spa was an

indulgent one. Suara has four rooms and a

couple’s suite, each one uniquely decorated

with painted flowers and candles. The rooms

are spacious yet manage to be cozy as well. 

After filling in a form about my problem

areas, I opted for a Suara Signature Massage

(`2,000 for a 60 minute massage and `3,000

for a 90 minute massage) which is a

combination that’s tailored to suit your needs.

I settled in for a luxurious massage, where my

aches and pains were pressed, twisted and

kneaded away by my masseuse with a

generous slathering of oil, a cool mask over

my eyes and soft, soothing music in the

background. What I liked was that the

masseuse paid special attention to the

problems areas I had mentioned on the form.  

I was so relaxed that she had to tell me

twice that the massage was over before I

opened my eyes. After the massage, I was

treated to a steam where I enjoyed my alone

time in a luxurious shower with green tea

soap, antioxidant shampoo and body cream.

At the end, I was made to fill in a feedback

form and was treated to complimentary

watermelon balls and tea. I also tried the

delicious Cucumber, Apple & Mint juice (`175)

from their juice bar.

The treatments at Suara Spa are priced the

same as almost any other spa. They have

massages ranging from `1,600 onwards,

facials for `1,500, body cocoons for `1,800,

scrubs for `1,250 and head, foot and back

massages for a reasonable `650 onwards.

They also have packages such as the Vivid

Princess (`5,000 for four hours) which is a

rhythmic fusion of an Aroma massage, Foot

Reflexology, Jasmine Body Exfoliate, a

Sandalwood Body Cocoon and a Glow Face

Pack, so pamper yourself all day long.

Rhea Dhanbhoora finds out if Suara, the newly opened Juhu spa, lives up to its promise of relieving
stress, worries, aches and pains 

Where Suara Spa, Hotel Sea Princess,

Juhu ContaCt 26469555 / 26469500

>>The couple’s
suite at Suara
Spa 


